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FYI… 

A Peak at the Upcoming Week … 

Homework … 

Letter Recognition: Pp, Nn, Ii 

 

Vocabulary Words: we, go, in, color words, 
number words (color words and number words will 
be reviewed and practiced until they are 
mastered) 

 

Phonics Skill/Print Language Concept: Left to right 
sweep, directionality 

 

Writing: Letter formation and making our pictures 
accurate, big, colorful and detailed to match the 
stories that we write (A-B-C-D). 

 

Math: Read, count and compare numbers 1-10. 

Monday: vocabulary notebook, easy reader, 

practice letters and sounds for the letters Pp, Nn, 

and Ii 

Tuesday: vocabulary notebook, easy reader, 

practice letters and sounds for the letters Pp, Nn, 

and Ii 

Wednesday: vocabulary notebook, easy reader, 

practice letters and sounds for the letters Pp, Nn, 

and Ii 

Thursday: vocabulary notebook, reread any book 

that was sent home this week 

Friday: Play hard and enjoy the weekend! 

 Please sign the vocabulary notebook each 
night. Color words and number words will be a 
constant review until they are mastered.   

First grade is such an important year!  SO much of 
what we do is learning HOW to learn and HOW to 
be a successful student.  Therefore, much of our 
time, at the beginning of the school year, is spent 
building a strong foundation for achievement.  It is 
so important that we have your support at home.  
Please make sure that you are checking homework 
folders each night, encouraging appropriate 
behavior, and making homework a priority each 
night.  Also, it is helpful to post this newsletter in a 
prominent place in your home.  This way you will 
always have the words handy, just in case your 
first grader forgets his/her vocabulary notebook.   

Specials… 

Monday - Art 

Tuesday - Library 

Wednesday - Music 

Thursday - Gym 

Friday - Art 

 


